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Abstract[ The VIRTIS scienti_c and technical teams
will take advantage of their previous experience in the
design and development of spectrometers for space
applications[ In fact\ the various groups contributing
to the VIRTIS experiment\ from Italy\ France and
Germany\ have been deeply involved in the CASSINI
mission\ with the experiments VIMS and CIRS[ The
targets of the ROSETTA mission are the most primi!
tive solar system bodies ] comets and asteroids[
ROSETTA will study in detail a comet nucleus\ the
prime target of the mission\ and will ~y by one or two
asteroids[ The small bodies of the solar system are of
great interest for planetary science and their study is
crucial to understand the solar system formation[ In

Correspondence to ] A[ Coradini

fact it is believed that comets and\ to a lesser extent\
asteroids underwent a moderate evolution so that they
preserve some pristine solar system material[ Comets
and asteroids are in close relationship with the plan!
etesimals\ which formed from the solar nebula 3[5
billion years ago[ The global characterisation of one
comet nucleus and one or two asteroids will provide
basic information on the origin of the solar system and
on the interrelation between the solar system and the
interstellar dust environment[

The ROSETTA mission is designed to obtain the
above mentioned scienti_c goals by ] "a# in situ analysis
of comet material ^ "b# long period of remote sensing
of the comet[ The combination of remote sensing and
in situ measurements will increase the scienti_c return
of the mission[ In fact\ the {{in situ|| measurements will
give relevant {{ground!truth|| for the remote sensing
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information\ and\ in turn\ the locally collected data will
be interpreted in the appropriate scenario provided by
remote sensing investigation[ The scienti_c payload of
ROSETTA includes a Visual InfraRed Spectral and
Thermal Spectrometer "VIRTIS# among the instru!
ment on board the spacecraft orbiting around the
comet[

This instrument is fundamental to detect and study
the evolution of speci_c _ngerprints*such as the typi!
cal spectral bands of minerals and molecules*arising
from surface components and from materials dispersed
in the coma[ Their identi_cation is a primary goal of
the ROSETTA mission as it will allow us to identify
the nature of the main constituent of the comets[ More!
over\ the surface thermal evolution during comet
approach to Sun is important information that can be
obtained by means of spectroscopic observation[ The
VIRTIS design and its detailed science goals are
reported hereafter[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All
rights reserved

Introduction

Comets are a heterogeneous class of objects as they
accreted in the region spanning from Jupiter to Neptune
or beyond\ where the thermodynamical conditions were
greatly non!homogeneous at the time of the solar system
formation[ "Rickman and Huebner\ 0889#[ Comets are
believed to be the most primitive objects in the solar
system\ because they have spent their life in a cold environ!
ment and are unlikely to be thermally altered[ Only col!
lision mechanisms can be responsible for an extensive
resurfacing and\ in many cases\ for a collisional evolution
"Farinella and Davis 0885#[ When a comet enters the inner
solar system a coma is formed by the sublimation of
ices\ followed by dust ejection and di}erentiation of the
subsurface layers[

On the basis of present knowledge\ a comet nucleus is
an irregularly shaped object\ containing heterogeneous
mixture of ices and dust\ with variable surface albedo\
composition and thermal properties[ The spatial and tem!
poral irregularity of the nucleus activity leads to a non!
uniform surface\ with topographic features and roughness
at di}erent scales[ The accretion of the nucleus by col!
lisions between grains may occur at low temperatures and
low relative velocities "order of 0Ð09 m:s#[ This mechanism
can produce a highly porous and loose aggregate with no
tendency to subsequent compression due to very small
gravitational forces[ On the other hand\ the thermal evol!
ution of the nucleus\ in the inner solar system\ determines
the sublimitation of ices and their successive re!con!
densation in colder regions\ causing reduction of the pore
sizes and an increase of the material strength "Haruyama
et al[\ 0882#[ The comet dust and gas production was
found to come from a limited number of discrete sources\
with the rest of the surface almost completely inactive
"Keller et al[\ 0877#[ The surface of P:Halley is a clear
example ] it is heterogeneous and displays two di}erent
units[ The _rst is dominated by brighter\ possibly
unaltered materials\ which could be interpreted as ices[
The second is characterised by darker\ probably altered

assemblies such as complex organic and secondary inor!
ganic "Keller et al[\ 0877#[ The abundance of volatile
elements suggests that the related ices and gases may be
primordial[ The nature of the solid compounds of the
comets "silicates\ oxides\ salts\ organics and ices# is still
unknown[ These chemical compounds can be identi_ed
by infrared spectroscopy using high spatial resolution
imaging to map the heterogeneous parts of a nucleus and
high spectral resolution spectroscopy to determine the
composition unambiguously[

The visual and infrared spectrum of the comet coma is
characterised by a number of components comprising
both gas emission bands and a dust continuum "Bocklee!
Morvan and Crovisier\ 0881#[ Ground!based visual spec!
troscopy has detected various atomic\ radical and ionic
species formed through photo!dissociation by solar ultra!
violet radiation of the so!called {{parent|| molecules which
are sublimated from the nucleus and possibly from a halo
of volatile grains[ Previous IR comet observations have
shown that various hydrocarbons show emission bands
between 2 and 3 mm[

Scienti_c objectives

The ROSETTA mission is devoted to the detailed study
of a comet nucleus and two main belt asteroids[

A Multispectral Imager*covering the range from the
near UV "9[14 mm# to the near IR "4[9 mm# and having
moderate to high spectral resolution and imaging capa!
bilities*is an appropriate instrument for the deter!
mination of the comet global "size\ shape\ albedo\ etc[#\
and local "mineralogical features\ topography\ roughness\
dust and gas production rates\ etc[# properties[

The main scienti_c objectives of the ROSETTA!
VIRTIS instrument will be achieved through a com!
bination of the high spatial resolution channels "!M# and
a high spectral resolution channel "!H#[ These objectives
are ] "0# to determine the nature of the solids on the nucleus
surface "composition of ices\ dust and characterisation of
organic compounds# ^ "1# to identify the gaseous species ^
"2# to monitor the gaseous activity\ and its spatial dis!
tribution ^ "3# to characterise the physical conditions of
the coma\ to measure the temperature of the nucleus ^ "4#
to help the selection of the landing sites and to give support
for other instruments[

In the present ROSETTA mission scenario\ the target\
is comet P:Wirtanen[ This comet was discovered in 0837
"Wirtanen\ 0837# and its orbit had\ at that time\ an incli!
nation of 02>\ a perihelion distance of 0[5 AU and a period
of 5[6 years\ typical of a Jupiter family object[ Its chaotic
orbit is often perturbed by close encounters with Jupiter\
as happened in 0861 and 0873 ] currently the period is 4[7
years\ the perihelion distance 0[95 AU and the aphelion
distance 4[2 AU\ and according to Carusi et al[ "0884#\ the
orbital parameters in the 1999 will not vary appreciably[

The comet has been poorly observed until its last peri!
helion passage on 03 March 0886[ Apart from the astro!
metric positions\ the only data published were visual mag!
nitudes estimated by amateurs and photographic
photometry of the Schmidt plates used for the comet
discovery in 0837 and recoveries in 0843\ 0859\ 0863 and
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0874 "Schulz and Schwehm\ 0885#[ From visual light!
curves\ Jorda and Rickman "0884# estimated a water pro!
duction rate of 3×0917 molecules:s at perihelion[ They
also found indications of a possible bright ~are of one
magnitude in 0875[ From photographic observations it is
possible to estimate an absolute visual magnitude of 05[4[
On the basis of the visual magnitude of the nucleus and
of the lightcurves\ if a geometric albedo of 9[92 is assumed\
a P:Wirtanen radius of less than 1 km was deduced "Schulz
and Schwehm\ 0885#[ A|Hearn et al[ "0886#\ on the basis
of accurate statistics of di}erent comets and taking into
account the localised activity\ have estimated the
maximum emission rate of P:Wirtanen at the perihelion
to be about 0917 molecules:s[

Recent observations of comet P:Wirtanen have pro!
vided new constraints on the production rate ] water pro!
duction rate of 6×0916 molecules:s has been measured\
by SWAN experiment on board the SOHO spacecraft
"Bertaux\ pers[ commun[#[ Several papers containing esti!
mations of P:Wirtanen activity derived from thermal evol!
ution and di}erentiation models of the nucleus have been
published "Capria et al[\ 0885 ^ Podolak and Prialnik\
0885 ^ Benkho} and Boice\ 0885#[ These models are still
preliminary and will be updated when the observational
results of the 0885:0886 Wirtanen observation campaign
are available\ but it is already known that the order of
magnitude of the comet model parameters are correct[

Comet nucleus

One of the main goals of ROSETTA mission will be the
determination of the global characteristics of the nucleus[
On the basis of the present knowledge and models\ the
upper layer is expected to be partly or even completely
depleted due to ice sublimation ] however the presence on
the surface of localised ice!rich areas cannot be excluded[
A reasonable analogue of a comet re~ectance properties
in the visible rangeÐIR could be a mixture of ice\ aged
snow and dust[ The re~ectance of the comet surface is
expected to be very low[ In situ GIOTTO observations
show an albedo of 9[93 of comet Halley "Keller et al[\
0877#[ The comet composition is such that the comet
will be very dark "albedo ³9[0# "A|Hearn et al[\ 0886#[
Considerable reduction of re~ectivity of pure ice is
achieved even with very small amounts of inclusions ] the
pure snow re~ectivity which\ in the visible\ is approxi!
mately 9[8\ can be reduced to less than 9[2 with a dust to
ice mass ratio of only 09−2 "Clark\ 0870#[

The most abundant species are H1O "more than 79)#\
CO\ CH2OH\ and CO1\ H1CO "NH2 being less abundant#[
As on P:Halley\ we expect to _nd inactive surfaces and
strongly localised outgassing activity[ The inactive areas
are probably covered with a regolith of small!size
particles\ the active area may be characterised by the pres!
ence of ice processed during the earlier heating periods[
These areas are evolving with time\ and possibly will
change their properties during the ROSETTA mission[
Radiation processes may have altered the primary mineral
phases\ as well as the ices "H1O\ CH2OH\ etc[#[ Simple
hydrocarbons could have been polymerised and gas!solid
processes could have altered primary silicates[ Secondary

Table 0[ Main mineralogic bands in the near infrared

Species Diagnostic features "mm#

Ferric:ferrous minerals 9[7Ð1[9
Olivine Triplets of bands around

0[9 "9[75\ 0[95\ 0[22#
Pyroxenes 9[7Ð0[9\ 0[7Ð1[24
Hydrated minerals 0[3\ 0[8\ 1[8Ð2[2
Clay minerals and others 0[3\ 0[8\ 1[05Ð1[12
Phyllosilicates ca 1[2
Carbonates Set of features 1[9Ð2[2 and

near 3[4
Magnetite Bands at 9[5Ð9[8

phyllosilicates Fe!oxides "magnetite# and some salts may
have been formed[ All these elements should be searched
for[ Only the inner frozen nucleus should contain
unaltered chondritic component[

The spectral characteristics of comet nuclei are likely to
show features linked with the minerological composition
and presence of ices[ The wavelength range of VIRTIS
from 9[14 up to 4 mm is diagnostic for ices\ minerals and
organic compounds[ Moreover within a distance of 2 AU
from the Sun the long wavelength part of the spectrum
can be used to study the comet surface temperatures[
Global mapping of the nucleus will provide important
information about the distribution of minerals\ inorganic
and organic ices "!M#[ The exact identi_cation of organic
material requires a spectral resolving power above 0999[
For this objective observation of !M will be supported
by !H channel[ Temperature distribution and temperature
monitoring of active and inactive areas compared with
the spectral albedo maps and gas production will allow
the study of the thermal properties and thermal balance
of the nucleus and to infer the comet subsurface compo!
sition[ An inventory of the main topographic features will
help clarify the geological history and the evolution of the
comet[ In fact these bodies receive most of their energy
from the outside\ and their geological history is strongly
related to their thermal history and to their topography
"Coradini et al[\ 0886a\ b#[

Minerals that are expected to be found on the comet
surface are reported in Table 0[ Secondary minerals\ such
as phyllosilicates\ have water and OH absorption features
in the 1[8Ð2[2 mm range\ and at 0[3 and 0[8 mm[ The
presence of the 0[3 and 0[8 mm bands is indicative of
undissociated water in the mineral\ while the presence of
the 0[3 mm band alone suggests OH groups like hydroxyls[
The exact position of these bands should be diagnostic of
the mineralogy of the comet[ Several absorption bands of
water!ice fall in the near infrared "Table 1#[ Other ices\
like NH2\ CO1 or H1S can also be identi_ed by their typical
spectral features[

Figure 0 shows laboratory spectra of hydrocarbon ices
"C1H1\ C1H3\ C1H5\ C2H7\ CH3#[ A global mapping of the
nucleus at these wavelengths will give important infor!
mation on the surface mineralogy\ on the molecular com!
positions of organic compounds in the mantle and on the
presence of ices[

These observation will provide an accurate measure of
the dust and gas production rate from localised activity
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Table 1[ Major absorption bands of inorganic ices from 0 to 4
microns

Species

H1O 2[00 "n2# 1[83 1[9 0[59 0[14 0[93
CO1 3[15 "n2# 2[22 1[69 1[91
CH3 2[21 "n2# 1[59 1[22 0[61
CO 3[57 "n0# 1[23 0[45
NH2 1[85 "n0# 1[17 1[99 0[54 0[41
H1S 2[83 "n0\ n2# 1[69 1[93
SO1 3[26 3[96 2[66
N1 3[13 "n0# 1[04

Fig[ 0[ Re~ectance spectra of 4 di}erent solid hydrocarbons and
a mixture of them "19) each# at a resolving power of 0499Ð
1499[ Grain size used ] 4 mm[ The aim is to show that at a high
spectral resolution\ it is possible to identify speci_c bands of a
molecule in a complex mixture of several molecules of the same
chemical family

regions\ thus providing some knowledge of the comet
subsurface composition and a map of active regions[

Coma

When the comet enters the inner solar system\ the volatiles
are released to form a transient atmosphere around the

nuclei[ Ground based spectroscopy provided the identi!
_cation of various atomic and molecular species "Table
2#[

The optical spectra of comets are characterised by emis!
sions from radicals and ions\ while the infrared part of
the spectra is more useful for the direct investigations of
molecules "Bocklee!Morvan and Crovisier\ 0881#[ The in
situ analysis of comet activity could give information on
controversial topics concerning the formation and com!
position of a comet atmosphere[ The VIRTIS instrument
can make an extremely valuable contribution to the coma
science[ Its extensive wavelength coverage\ over more than
four spectral octaves from 9[14 to 4[9 mm\ means that
many di}erent types of molecules can be investigated\
from the strong 9[18 mm UV OH emission to the 3[6 mm
fundamental CO band[ Essentially\ all the fundamental
bands of important expected molecules are covered[ This
large spectral range coupled with good spectral resolution
is combined with the excellent spatial resolution required
for the investigation of many of the near nucleus phenom!
ena[ A considerable enhancement for the coma science is
furthermore obtained by combining the spot measure!
ments of the high spectral resolution channel !H with the
spatial resolution and _eld of view of the lower spectral
resolution channel !M[

Thanks to spectroscopic ground!based and space!borne
observations\ quantitative detection of various volatiles
has been possible ] H1O\ CO1\ H1CO\ CH2OH\ H1S\ HCN\
CO and CH3[ It has been also shown that atoms\ radicals\
and ions\ not expected to be produced directly from the
nucleus\ are important constituents of comet coma "Fes!
tou et al[\ 0875#[ The formation of such species results
from the photolysis of the parent molecules initially incor!
porated in the ice and:or in the grains\ and subsequent
phase reactions[ Past IR comet observations have shown
that various hydrocarbons\ not fully identi_ed\ but pos!
sibly Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons\ PAH# show
emission bands between 2 and 3 mm "Combes et al[\ 0875#[
Apart from CH2OH and possibly H1CO\ other molecules
ranging from small to large or even possibly grains\ have
to be present in the spectrum[ Figure 1 shows a synthetic
spectrum of several gases calculated both for the medium
spectral resolution channel !M and high spectral res!
olution channel !H[

The spectral region 1[5Ð1[8 mm will be extremely useful
to study the thermodynamics of the coma[ In fact\ in this
region are present a number of roto!vibrational bands of
water "n0\ n2 fundamental bands and several hot bands#[
The inversion of the spectrum by means of numerical
models of ~uorescence excitation and radiative transfer
for the water bands in this spectral region will allow
retrieval of the water rotational temperature\ Trot\ as well
as the water ortho!to!para ratio\ OPR "Crovisier et al[\
0885\ 0886#[ The knowledge of Trot coupled with the results
of hydrodynamical model of the cometary atmosphere
expansion provides information on the thermodynamical
conditions inside the coma[ On the other hand\ the relative
abundance of the ortho and para nuclear spin species
of comet water cannot be modi_ed either by radiative
processes or by collision\ but is believed to be determined
mainly by the temperature at which water was last equi!
librated\ giving an indication of the primordial stages of
cometary formation "Mumma et al[\ 0876#[
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Table 2[ Fundamental bands of potential comet molecules in the 1[4Ð4 mm region

`!factor ` factor
s "cm−0# l "mm# Band "s−0# Molecule s "cm−0# l "mm# Band "s−0# Molecule

1951[1 3[738 n2 1[4×09−2 OCS 2906[9 2[204 n3 4[4×09−3 CH2D
1966[9 3[704 n2 1[9×09−4 HC2N 2908[4 2[201 n2 3[9×09−3 CH3

1027[9 3[566 n2 1[2×09−4 CH2CCH 2936[8 2[170 n01 1[9×09−3 C5H5

1032[1 3[555 0Ð9 1[5×09−3 CO 2094[2 2[119 n8 0[3×09−3 CH1CH1

1046[7 3[523 n2 1[1×09−4 C1N1 2101[8 2[001 n0 5[1×09−3 H1O¦
1199[9 3[434 n1 1[1×09−4 CH2D 2148[9 2[957 n2 1[3×09−2 H1O¦
1161[9 3[390 n1 0[0×09−3 HC2N 2183[7 2[924 n2 0[6×09−3 CHCH
1178[8 3[256 n2 0[9×09−1 OC2O 2200[4 2[919 n2 2[4×09−3 HCN
1238[0 3[146 n2 1[5×09−2 CO1 2216[9 2[995 n0 7[5×09−3 HC2N
1616[9 2[556 n0 5[4×09−4 HDO 2222[6 2[999 n3 0[4×09−3 HCCCCH
1671[4 2[483 n0 2[8×09−3 H1CO 2224[0 1[887 n0 1[4×09−3 CH2CCH
1732[2 2[406 n4 3[5×09−3 H1CO 2226[9 1[886 n0 2[3×09−4 NH2

1733[9 2[405 n2 0[4×09−3 CH2OH 2333[9 1[893 n2 1[9×09−4 NH2

1890[9 2[336 n2 3[6×09−3 CH2CH1OH 2408[3 1[730 n2 4[7×09−2 H2O¦
1830[9 2[399 n1 0[9×09−3 CH2CCH 2457[9 1[792 0Ð9 5[9×09−4 OH
1831[9 2[288 n1 0[8×09−3 HCOOH 2458[9 1[791 n0 2[5×09−3 HCOOH
1834[9 2[285 n0 2[2×09−4 CH2D 2596[9 1[661 n0 0[9×09−3 H1O1

1843[9 2[274 n0 0[4×09−4 CH2CN 2597[9 1[661 n4 5[9×09−3 H1O1

1869[9 2[256 n8 2[4×09−3 CH2OH 2546[9 1[623 n0 0[7×09−4 H1O
1860[9 2[255 n1 2[8×09−3 CH2CH1OH 2559[9 1[621 n0 0[9×09−3 CH2CH1OH
1879[8 2[244 n5 7[4×09−4 CH2CCH 2570[9 1[606 n0 0[2×09−3 CH2OH
1877[5 2[235 n00 6[2×09−4 CH1CH1 2696[9 1[587 n2 0[8×09−3 HDO
1888[9 2[223 n1 0[8×09−3 CH2OH 2644[8 1[551 n2 1[5×09−3 H1O

Fig[ 1[ Synthetic spectra of ~uorescence emission "optically thin case# for the spectral resolution of !
M "upper curve\ multiplied by a constant factor# and !H "lower curve# for H1O "099)#\ HCN "9[0)#\
CH2OH "4)#\ H1CO "0)#\ CO1 "2)#\ CO "4)# and OCS "9[0)#
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Fig[ 2[ Synthetic Vis!IR spectrum of the coma[ The coma model
produces a synthetic spectrum of the target comet at 0[4 AU for
the spacecraft positioned at 099 km from the nucleus and pointed
in the opposite direction from the nucleus[ The model includes
contributions from the major gas species and their daughter
radicals as well as the continuum contributions from solar radi!
ation scattered from dust particles at short wavelengths and the
thermal emission from dust at long wavelengths

Another capability of the high spectral resolution chan!
nel is the detection of isotopic species\ such as 02CO\
H1

06O\ H1
07O or HDO with long integration times[

Thanks to the VIRTIS spectral coverage in the visible
and UV it will be possible to detect the important emis!
sions of OH "9[17 and 9[20 mm#\ the main water dis!
sociation product and CN in addition to those of C2\ NH\
CH and CO¦[

In the optical region the emission of the comet ions
could be observed ] CH¦\ CO¦\ H1O¦\ N¦

1 [ These ions
are the productions of several ionisation mechanisms\ and
the production rate is related to the Sun direction\ the
solar wind conditions\ and solar _eld radiation[

In the optical part of the comet spectrum various emis!
sion features of the neutral radicals CN\ C1 and NH1 can
be detected[ The spectrum contains\ possibly\ the emis!
sions of O"0D#\ a feature associated with the dissociation
of water\ and the water ion H1O¦[

The 0Ð4 mm region is useful for investigations of
molecules\ because resonant ~uorescent excitation is
e.cient there[ The spectrum consists of emission bands
superimposed on a background continuum[ The strongest
feature is the band of H1O at 1[6 mm[ The water is the
dominant volatile species of comets "Combes et al[\ 0875#[

The infrared portion of the spectrum is rich in fun!
damental rotovibrational emissions of a number of impor!
tant parent molecules ] H1O\ CO1\ H1CO\ CH2OH\ CO etc[
Table 2 provides a list of possible and expected spectral
features of likely gases to be seen in the coma[ Figure 2
shows a simulated spectrum of the target comet coma in
one pixel of the moderate spectral resolution!mapping
channel[

Condensed molecules in the grains ejected in the coma
can be studied in the solar re~ected spectrum and in emis!
sion[ The observations of absorption features due to light
scattering by organic particles will be di.cult[ Above 2
mm\ where the strong bands of these particles arise\ the

spectrum is dominated by the emission near perihelion
while at larger distances the number density of particles
is strongly reduced[ The main possibility for the obser!
vation of grains is therefore in emission features of fun!
damental bands\ i[e[\ as for gaseous compounds\ above
1[4 mm[ Below 4 mm\ at least one band of most of the
known or suspected comet molecules can be detected\
except for the heaviest like SO1 or S1[ This will permit the
identi_cation of the type of bond "chemical family#\ and
possibly the individual molecules for the simpler ones[

New results in comet science

Two new comets C:0885 B1 "Hyakutake# and C:0884 O0
"HaleÐBopp# have approached the Earth in 0885 and
0886[ Their observation has produced a huge amount of
new data for comet physics[ In particular\ new species
have been detected in the coma\ which were unidenti_ed
or at most only previously suspected\ like C1H5 "Mumma
et al[\ 0885# and C1H1 "Brooke et al[\ 0885#[

Observations of HaleÐBopp with ISO satellite "Crovis!
ier et al[\ 0885\ 0886# have also provided important pieces
of information on comet nuclei[ Ten!micron emissions
give evidences indicative of crystalline silicate\ enriched in
magnesium[ In the 1[4Ð4 mm range\ ISO:Phot!S obser!
vations show early CO1 emission\ when the comets were
still at 3[5 AU from the Sun[ CO1 could therefore be
detected early in the coma\ in addition to CO and H1O
emissions[ Observations with ISO:SWS at a spectral res!
olution of 0499\ similar to the VIRTIS!H resolution give
the rotational structure of the H1O band at 1[6 mm\ with
temperature measurement Trot �17[4 L\ and an ortho:
para ratio of 1[34\ suggesting that comet H1O molecules
were formed at low temperature "Crovisier et al[\ 0886#[

Asteroid surface characterisation

Asteroids surface mineralogy and petrology can be stud!
ied by means of visible and infrared spectroscopy[ Fur!
thermore\ the analysis of the spectrophotometric phase
curves will give information on surface structures\ mic!
roroughness and porosity of the surface layers of the tar!
get asteroid[ As discussed in detail above\ for comets\ the
infrared range contains a wealth of diagnostic spectral
features but it is basically unexplored in the study of
asteroid surface composition[ Several molecular species
found in meteorites also produce important visible and
near infrared absorption features[ Among them\ water\
OH bearing minerals\ carbonates and hydrocarbons are
also possibly found on asteroid surfaces[ Water!ice itself
could be present on some nearest asteroids\ recently sug!
gested for Ceres[ Instead of the relatively narrow band of
ice\ however\ a broad absorption band has been seen in
the spectra of some asteroids and it was interpreted as
indicative of the presence of hydrated silicates "Jones et
al[\ 0889#[ Table 3 summarises the spectral signatures diag!
nostic for the asteroid surface composition[ The high spec!
tral resolution provided by the !H channel could con!
tribute to asteroid studies by delineating subtle absorption
features and by re_ning the measurement of di}erences in
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Table 3[ Spectral signatures of mineralogical compounds suspected on asteroids

Species Features "mm# Species Features "mm#

Oxides 9[74Ð9[78Ð1[29 Feldspar 0[14
Olivine 0[91Ð0[94 Phyllosilicates 1[1 "AlÐOH#
Ammon[ min[ 2[9 1[2 "MgÐOH#
Pyroxenes ] Carbonates 1[9Ð2[2 and ½3[4

Hedenbergite 9[6Ð9[8 Sulfates 3[1
Augite 9[7 Hydrocarbons C!H 2[3
Enstatite 9[8Ð0[74 C!N 1[1
Bronzite 9[8Ð0[79 H1O Ice 0[3Ð0[5
Hyperstene 9[8Ð0[68 1[9 and near 2[9
Pigeonite 0[9 OH and H1O 2[9
Diopside 0[92Ð1[2 NH3!bearing Saponite 2[96

spectral shape[ Medium resolution spectral images in the
visible and infrared ranges by !M channel will give impor!
tant information on the mineralogical composition of the
target asteroid surface[ Spectral resolution added to spa!
tial resolution is needed to identify mineralogical prov!
inces on the asteroid surface[

Scienti_c requirements and required activity in the

different mission phases

A summary of the scienti_c requirements needed to de_ne
the characteristics of VIRTIS is given hereafter[

Nucleus science objectives

, Identi_cation of di}erent ices and ice mixtures and
determination of their spatial distribution[ This must be
done in spite of the very low albedo "³9[0#\ due to dark
inclusions present in the ice and the resulting weak ice
spectral features[ It must also be done at large distances
from the Sun during some phases of the mission[

, Identi_cation of the carbonaceous materials that are
probably mixed with water ice\ even in low percentages
"³19)#[ The associated spectral features will be very
subdued and their identi_cation\ from their shape and
centre\ will require S:N "×099#[ It will be important
also to determine the overall continuum slopes of the
spectra\ for the presence of organic compounds will
redden the spectra in diagnostic ways between 9[3 and
0[0 mm and into the IR as well[

, Determination of the physical microstructure and nat!
ure of the surface grains by measuring the spec!
trophotometric phase curve with a relative radiometric
accuracy of about 0)[

, Identi_cation of the silicates\ hydrates and other min!
erals which are expected to be found[ Strong but broad
absorption features "l:Dl³ 19# should be observed
from the visible "9[14Ð0[9 mm# to the near IR "0[9Ð4[9
mm#\ so a spectral resolution of 099 is adequate[

, Determination of the spatial distribution of the various
mineralogical types of their mixtures using both the
spectral features and the overall brightness[ Local ~uc!
tuations of the re~ectivity and spectral features related
to small scale compositional di}erences are expected[

For global mapping of the nucleus\ a spatial resolution
of a few tens of metres is needed[

, Detection and monitoring of active areas on the comet
surface "gas volcanism# to understand the physical pro!
cesses operating and to identify the material types
associated[

, Determination of the composition of ices on the nucleus
surface[ With the exception of H1O\ condensed mol!
ecules display diagnostic narrow "as well as broad#
absorption bands in the re~ected component "0Ð2 mm#[
S:N higher than 099 and a minimum resolving power of
0999 is needed to resolve the bands fully[ The !H FOV
must be within the _eld of view of one !M frame "accu!
racy of few arcminutes# to allow combined operation at
both high spatial and spectral resolution[

Coma science objectives

, Determination of the global distribution of gas and dust
in the inner coma[ Radiometric accuracy of 09) absol!
ute and 0) relative with a resolving power of 099 are
required[

, Determination of the dust thermal properties[
, Identi_cation and mapping of the storm molecular emis!

sions in the near ultraviolet and visible portions of the
spectrum[ These include the main water dissociation
product OH "9[17 and 9[20 mm#\ CN\ C2\ NH\ CH and
CO¦ ions\ and the neutral radicals CN and C1[ The
combination of high spatial resolution with moderate
spectral resolution "l:Dl³ 499# will allow correlation
of the evolution of radicals with that of their parent
molecules[

, Comparison of the results of these measurements with
ground based telescopic observations[

, Mapping of the composition and evolution of gas and
dust jets in the coma and comparison with the min!
eralogical composition and spatial morphology of active
regions on the surface of the nucleus[

, Determination of the composition of the dust grains in
the coma by observing emission features in the fun!
damental bands between 1[4 and 4 mm[ These emissions
will be observed mainly at the end of the mission\ at
distances from the Sun of less than 1 AU[

, Identi_cation of the gas molecules[ The 1Ð4 mm range
corresponds to the maximum e.ciency of molecular
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resonant ~uorescence at fundamental rotation!
al:vibrational bands[ A major objective is to identify
the hydrocarbon emission in the 2Ð3 mm range[ Such
identi_cation requires a resolving power of the order of
1999 at 2[4 mm[

, Assessment of the coma thermodynamics[ Determine
and map the rotational temperatures for the individual
lines of H1O with an accuracy of 0 K and a nominal S:N
of 199[

, Detection of early gaseous activity[ Spectra will be
obtained at long integration times\ starting before the
mapping phase\ to search for CO emission as an indi!
cator of beginning activity[

, Determination of ortho:para ratio for H1O[ Long inte!
gration should allow a determination of the OPR with
a S:N ratio of 49 to discriminate among di}erent scen!
arios of comet formation[

, Determination of isotopic ratios for selected molecules\
such as 02CO\ H1

06O\ H1
07O or HDO[

Asteroids

, Determination of the spatial distribution of the various
mineralogical types and their mixtures[

, Construction of albedo maps[
, Determination of the existence of possible asteroids sat!

ellites "in the NIR#[

Technical description

VIRTIS instrument is part of the ROSETTA orbiter
payload[ It is a visible and infrared imaging spectrometer
designed to ful_l the objectives of the VIRSTM model
payload instrument and to take into account the mission
scenario[ In order to fully achieve these objectives\ the
VIRTIS instrument performances have to exceed the
speci_cations of the baseline model payload instrument
"Bar!Nun et al[\ 0882#[ The VIRTIS instrument combines
a double capability ] "0# high!resolution visible and infra!
red imaging in the 9[14Ð4 mm range at moderate spectral
resolution "VIRTIS!M channel# and "1# high!resolution
spectroscopy in the 1Ð4 mm range "VIRTIS!H channel#[
This improved capability considerably enlarges the scien!
ti_c return of the instrument[ The two channels will
observe the same comet areas in combined modes to take
full advantage of their complementarities[ VIRTIS!M
"named !M in the following# is characterised by a single
optical head consisting of a Shafer telescope combined
with an O}ner imaging spectrometer and by two bidi!
mensional FPAs ] the VIS "9[14Ð0 mm# and IR "0Ð4 mm#[
VIRTIS!H "!H# is a high!resolution infrared cross!dis!
persed spectrometer using a prism and a grating[ The 1Ð4
mm spectrum is dispersed in 09 orders on a focal!plane
detector array[

General instrument description

VIRTIS is a sophisticated imaging spectrometer that com!
bines three unique data channels in one compact instru!

ment[ Two of the data channels are devoted to spectral
mapping and are housed in the Mapper "!M# optical sub!
system[ The third channel is devoted solely to spec!
troscopy and is housed in the high resolution "!H# optical
subsystem[ The addition of the !H subsystem makes
VIRTIS increase by more than 29) the scienti_c yield of
the ROSETTA Model Payload instrument\ the {{VIS and
IR Mapping Spectrometer||\ while maintaining the same
mass allocation "Reininger et al[\ 0885#[

As shown in the functional block diagram of Fig[ 3
and !M and !H optical subsystems are housed inside the
Cold Box of the Optics Module[ !M utilises a silicon
charge coupled device "CCD# to image from 9[14 mm to 0
mm and a mercury cadmium telluride infrared focal plane
array "IRFPA# to image from 0 to 4 mm[ !H requires a
similar HgCdTe IRFPA to perform spectroscopy from 1
to 4 mm[ The Proximity Electronics to drive the CCD and
the two IRFPAs are housed inside the Pallet of the Optics
Module\ and the remaining electronics cards are housed
inside the Main Electronics Module[ Both IRFPAs
require active cooling to minimise the detector dark cur!
rent "thermally generated Johnson noise#[

The VIRTIS design has already been re_ned in order
to reduce its total mass without relying on sophisticated
materials or electronics packaging and without degrading
its scienti_c performance[ The total mass of VIRTIS is
now of 12 kg[

Optics module description[ There are two unique optical
systems housed in the Optics Module ] the !M imaging
spectrometer and the !H echelle spectrometer[ The !M
optical concept is inherited from the visible channel of the
Cassini Visible Infrared Mapping Spectrometer "VIMS!
V# developed at O.cine Galileo "Florence#[ The VIRTIS
version of the concept matches a Shafer telescope to an
O}ner grating spectrometer to disperse a line image across
two FPAs[ The !H with a quite di}erent function\ uses a
cross dispersing prism and a ~at di}raction grating to lay
ten high resolution orders across a FPA[ Figure 4 is a
scale representation of the two optical systems\ as seen
from the −y axis for !H and the ¦z axis for !M[ Table 4
lists the instrument optical speci_cations[ The two optical
systems compensate for each other in the sense that
!M can _rst map the comet by creating moderately high
resolution spectral images and then !H can perform very
high resolution spectroscopy on selected zones of interest[

VIRTIS!M[ The Shafer telescope is the combination of
an inverted Burch telescope and an O}ner relay[ The
O}ner relay takes the curved\ anastigmatic virtual image
of the inverted telescope and makes it ~at and real without
losing the anastigmatic quality[ Coma is eliminated by
putting the aperture stop near the center of curvature of
the primary mirror and thus making the telescope mon!
ocentric[ The result is a telescope system that relies only
on spherical mirrors\ yet remains di}raction limited over
an appreciable spectrum and _eld ] at 20[7 degrees the
spot diameters are less than 5 mm in diameter\ which is 6
times smaller than the slit width[

Cassini!VIMS and OMEGA!VIMS both required sep!
arately housed co!aligned instruments to cover the visible
and infrared spectra[ The O}ner spectrometer not only
does away with redundant optical systems\ it eliminates
the need for collimators\ camera objectives\ and beam
splitters and thereby simpli_es fabrication and minimises
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Fig[ 3[ VIRTIS functional block diagram

Fig[ 4[ VIRTIS optical system

volume and mass[ However\ a grating spectrometer that
does not rely on a collimator and camera objective
requires perfect mating to its collecting telescope[

The !M spectrometer does not need the beam splitter\
but recognises two di}erent groove densities on a single
grading substrate[ The grating pro_les are holographically
recorded into a photoresist and then etched with an ion
beam[ Using various masks the grating surface can be
separated into di}erent zones with di}erent groove den!
sities and di}erent groove depths as shown in Fig[ 5[
The VIS regions\ which make up the central 29) of the
conjugate pupil area\ correspond to the higher groove
density for generating the higher spectral resolution
required in the {{visible|| channel extending from the ultra!
violet to the near infrared[ The smaller pupil area allows
the visible channel to operate partially coherently and
achieve a smaller point spread function[ It should now be
obvious that an on!axis telescope cannot be used with
this grating concept because the visible portion of the
conjugate grating surface would be obscured by the sec!
ondary mirror of the telescope[

The re~ected infrared solar irradiance is quite low and
is not adequately compensated for by the infrared emis!
sions of the cold comet[ The infrared channel therefore
requires a greater pupil area\ about 69) as indicated by
the IR region shown in Fig[ 5[ Since the infrared channel
does not require as high a resolution as the visible channel\
the lower MTF\ caused by the visible zone|s obscuration
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Table 4[ Optics speci_cations

VIRTIS!M VIRTIS!H

Pupil diameter "mm# 49 25
Imaging F:è 4[7 Vis and 2[1 IR 0[56
Etendue "m1!sr# 2[6×09−00 Vis and 7[5×09−00 IR 0×09−8

Slit dimension 39 mm×09 mm 17 mm×031 mm
Spectrometer magni_cation 0 0[94
MTF at Nyquist "0 mrad# 49) N:A
FWHM "LSF�slit�pixel# ³39 mm ³39 mm
In _eld stray light ³4) ³4)
Out of _eld stray light ³9[0) ³9[0)

Fig[ 5[ Top ] VIRTIS!M grating zones ^ bottom ] VIRTIS!M grating e.ciencies

of the infrared pupil\ is acceptable[ In any case\ the spot
diagrams for all visible and infrared wavelengths at
all _eld positions are within the dimension of a 39 mm
pixel[

A laminar grating with a rectangular groove pro_le is
used for the visible channel|s pupil zone to enable two
di}erent groove depths to alter the grating e.ciency spec!
trum and compensate for the low solar energy and low

CCD quantum e.ciency in the ultra!violet and near infra!
red regions[ The resulting e.ciency\ shown in Fig[ 5\
improves the instrument|s dynamic range by increasing
the S:N at the extreme wavelengths and preventing satu!
ration in the central wavelengths[ For the infrared zones\
a blazed groove pro_le is used that results in a peak
e.ciency at 4 mm to compensate for the low signal levels
expected at this wavelength[
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Fig[ 6[ Sensitive surface of the 539×159 VIRTIS!H IRFPA\ showing the spatial distribution of the
spectral orders 6Ð05

VIRTIS!H[ In !H the light is collected by an o}!axis
parabola and then collimated by another o}!axis parabola
before entering a cross!dispersing prism made of lithium
~uoride[ After exiting the prism\ the light is di}racted by
a ~at re~ection grating which disperses it in a direction
perpendicular to the prism dispersion[ The prism allows
the low groove density grating\ which is the echelle
element of the spectrometer\ to achieve very high spectral
resolution by separating orders 6 through 05 across a
two!dimensional detector array as shown in Fig[ 6[ The
spectral resolution varies in each order between 0199 and
2499[

Since the !H is not an imaging channel\ it is only
required to achieve good optical performance at the zero
_eld position[ The focal length of the objective is set by
the required IFOV and the number of pixels allowed for
summing[ While the telescope is F:0[5\ the objective is
F:0[56 and requires _ve pixels to be summed in the spatial
direction to achieve a 0 mrad1 IFOV "4×9[34 mrad×9[34
mrad#[

Focal plane arrays[ The CCD in !M will be a frame
transfer device[ Although the device will be so cold that
dark current will be negligible\ it can be operated at multi!
pinned!phase "MPP# to reduce the dark current at room
temperature ^ running the CCD in the inverted mode also
limits the damaging e}ects of radiation[ The challenge

Table 5[ FPA speci_cations

VIRTIS!M CCD VIRTIS!M IRFPA VIRTIS!H IRFPA

Material Silicon¦UV coating HgCdTe on HgCdTe on
AlO1 or CdZnTe AlO1 or CdZnTe

Pixel pitch 27 mm 27 mm 27 mm
Format 145×277 145×301 139×539
Pixel summing yes*variable by 1 only by 1 only
Correlated Double Sampling o}!chip on!chip o}!chip
Readout SFD BDI BDI
Noise "rms e−# ³19 179 179
Full well capacity "e−# 095 0[5×096 6×095

Temperature "K# 044 64 or 89 69 or 74
Dark current "e:s# ³0 61\999 07\999

for !M is to keep the CCD temperature above 044 K
to prevent degradation of the charge transfer e.ciency
"CTE#[ The 64 K IRFPA will be only 8 mm away so both
detector arrays will have adjacent edges free of bond wires[
An attempt will be made to eliminate the _lter window
and associated package by putting the _lters directly on
the detectors[ This will also eliminate ghost images caused
by multiple re~ections[

A chrome!gold thin _lm on the front surface of the
CCD is used to improve the capture cross!section of the
long wavelength photons\ while lumogen coating is used
to enhance the e.ciency in the UV range[ The CCD
speci_cations are listed in Table 5[

The baseline for both the !M and !H IRFPAs are mer!
cury cadmium tellluride on sapphire substrates[ The !M
and !H detectors have the same 4[0 mm cut!o} wavelength
requirement and can therefore be manufactured from the
same wafers[ To reduce dark current the !M IRFPA must
be cooled to below 69 K[ Passive cooling has been rejected
because the low emissive power of passive radiators and
the risk of comet contamination indicate a minimum radi!
ator area larger than one square metre[ Cryocoolers are
suitable for the VIRTIS FPA cooling task[

Thermomechanical desi`n concept[ Figure 7 is a rep!
resentation of the thermomechanical concept for the
VIRTIS Optical Module\ as seen looking from the ¦x
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Fig[ 7[ Optics module mechanical layout

direction[ The mechanical interface with the spacecraft is
the Pallet baseplate\ placed at the bottom of the _gure\
via eight mounting feet "two per side# on a 349 mm×409
mm base plate[ The Pallet is a hollow box 029 mm high
with the coolers and Proximity Electronics mounted
inside[ The Pallet must dissipate 04 W of which 02 W are
expected to be conducted to the spacecraft for radiative
dissipation at 299 K[ The remaining 1 W are radiated
directly by the instrument at lower temperatures[

The Cold Box surface adjacent to the Pallet is covered
by multilayer insulation which also covers at least three
of the remaining surfaces[ A conservative assumption is
made that much of the thermal _eld of view of these
surfaces is of high emissivity parts of the spacecraft[

The low conductive heat load will be achieved by
mounting the Cold Box on 7 struts\ on which number and
attachment positions were selected to avoid distortion
upon cooling from room temperature[

The empty space in the Cold Box is intentional\ to
allow enough radiating surface area\ without requiring a
separate and complex radiator[ The result is a low density
module with sti}ness structures only where necessary[
This reduces mass while maintaining the surface area[
Irregular shapes were eliminated to facilitate e.cient MLI
attachment[

Main electronics module

The main electronics are physically separated from the
optics module[ The Electronics Module houses the power
supply for the whole of the experiment ^ the cooler elec!
tronics ^ the Spacecraft interface electronics\ for telemetry
and telecommanding ^ the interfaces with the Optics Mod!
ule subsystems ^ and the DHSU "Data Handling and Sup!
port Unit#\ which is the electronics for the data handling\
processing and for the instrument control[

The data processing and the data handling activities in
the DHSU will be performed using the on!line philosophy[
The data will be processed and transferred to the space!
craft in real time[ The mass memory "SSR# of the space!
craft will be used to store or bu}er a large data volume[
The main electronics contains no additional hardware
component for data processing and compression[ All data
processing will be performed by software[

Virtis observation strategy

The ROSETTA mission is characterised by di}erent mis!
sion phases[ In what follows we have summarised the
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scienti_c objectives in these phases[ During the six cruise
phases VIRTIS will be generally switched o}\ as in other
experiments\ with the exclusion of periodical testing of
VIRTIS and calibration sessions including Sun cali!
brations through the Solar calibration units "before any
main event#[

Due to the high relative velocity in the Mars ~y!by\
observations of the atmosphere at Mars will be performed
by VIRTIS\ from a great distance[ The importance of
this phase cannot allow observations in close proximity[
However observations performed at distance will be scien!
ti_cally valuable[

The candidate asteroid for the _rst ~y by will be Mim!
istrobell[ Mimistrobell will be detected at about 0\699\999
km\ at 4 mm with an integration time of 3 s[ The maximum
spatial resolution is about 099 m:pixel[ During the
approach phase albedo measurements in the VIS and IR
will be taken[ The second asteroid*possibly Rodari*
encounter geometry is not known well enough to permit
evaluation of data volume[ The asteroid ~y!bys will allow
multispectral imaging of the surface in order to identify
their mineralogical composition[

During the approach\ we assume that the measurements
will start when the asteroid _lls a pixel[ In this case the
time between the _rst acquisition and the last possible
measurement is about 2 h[ In this phase we expect to pick
up the comet for the _rst time at a distance depending on
the albedo and the temperature of the object[ For a 09!s
integration time the comet will be detected at a distance
of 69\999 km to 39\999 km depending on the wavelength
selected for the observation[ As soon as the comet is
picked up\ the spectral phase curve can be performed[
This will be important in order to create a reference case
to be compared with the ground!based observations[ As
far as !H is concerned we foresee one observation per day
using a long integration time in order to search for early
comet emissions "CO and H1O#[

The comet!mapping phase will begin when the space!
craft starts orbiting around the comet at 2[1 AU[ It
is estimated that this phase will last 69 days for
mapping and a further 29 days for planning purposes[
We have developed an orbital simulator to choose
the optimal orbits for mapping purposes[ For the simu!
lations a triaxial ellipsoid of mean radius 9[5 km with
axes in the relative proportions 0]9[6]9[4 will be used as a
standard model of the nucleus[ The rotational period has
been assumed to be 5 h[ In the numerical simulation 499
mass points have approximated the nucleus with random
deformations in density and surface shape[ For a typical
elliptical quasi polar orbit\ "with periaster at 4 comet radii
and apoaster at 14 comet radii\ tilted in such a way as to
guarantee that the instrument axes will not look in the
direction of the Sun\ and for an inclination of the comet
rotation axis of 29># the time taken to cover 79) of
the nucleus surface will be about 09 days with a typical
space resolution of 01 m for the mapper and a dwell
time of 59 s[ By dwell time we mean the residence time
of the spot of the nucleus surface in the IFOV of the
two channels[ The results discussed above for the surface
coverage depend strongly on the comet rotation period[
The longer the period the longer the time needed to map
the surface[

In the Closest Approach phase combined observations

of !H and !M will be required in order to select the most
scienti_cally valuable landing sites[

For Coma observation a minimum distance to the
nucleus of the order of 099 km is required[ For car!
tography of the coma\ observations at several phase angles
are needed to retrieve the spatial distribution and the
morphology of the coma[ Long integration times also are
needed to obtain spectra of minor constituents[ Assuming
7 months of observations\ we foresee high!resolution
observations with !H and !H observations combined
with !M for coma mapping[ Coma mapping is also of
interest for MIRO experiment\ and a common observing
strategy will be fruitful[ A requirement for VIRTIS coma
mapping will be to scan in two orthogonal directions[

If the instrument survives the perihelion passage\ search
for variations of the nucleus following onset of coma
activity will be performed[ Mapping of active and inactive
regions will give a new insight of the development and
decline of comet activity[

Concluding remarks

From the previous discussion it is apparent that the
VIRTIS experiment will allow us to acquire a new knowl!
edge of the minor bodies physics and chemistry as well a
knowledge of the complex relationships between comets
and asteroids[ The Cassini inheritance has been par!
ticularly valuable in designing the VIRTIS instrument[
We expect to achieve with the ROSETTA mission not
only new scienti_c results but also to build up in Europe
a more experienced and e.cient planetology community[
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